TIBCO Spotfire® Services

MINIMIZE RISK

SPOTFIRE SOLUTIONS
The Spotfire Analytics platform meets the needs of all users –
from data discovery and ad-hoc analysis, to interactive reporting
and dashboards, to domain-specific applications, to event-driven
real-time analysis, to powerful predictive analytics – from a
single architecture.
With that kind of power available to your organization, you
need to ensure that you are in a position to take advantage
of everything Spotfire Analytics has to offer.
And who better to guide you than the experts at Spotfire
Services Group themselves?
There are several implementation programs to choose from,
each designed to meet your specific needs.

• Access to Extended TIBCO Team
• Worldwide Consultants
• Corporate Resources
• Management Escalation
• Accountability for Shared Success
• “Skin in the Game”

FA S T E S T R O I
• B
 est Available TIBCO Expertise –
“Spotfire knows Spotfire the best”
• Proven Methodology & Best
Practices
• Proven Reference Designs
for Faster Starts
• Invest Upfront – Avoid
Costly Pitfalls

The Spotfire Services Implementation Methodology
The TIBCO Spotfire Services Implementation Methodology is a
unique approach to applied analytics, designed to facilitate the
extension, automation, and integration of TIBCO Spotfire throughout
the enterprise. Our approach is based on years of experience,
implementing analytics workflows for the Fortune 1,000.

TIBCO Spotfire® Services
SPOTFIRE SOLUTIONS

Comprehensive
Suite of Services

Starter Solution
This one-week engagement and training approach includes installation of your
Spotfire Analytics platform and guidance to create a functional Spotfire environment
and your own analytic templates.

Base Solution
This accelerated one-month engagement and training approach will assist you in
implementing the Spotfire Analytics platform to address a critical business problem.

Expanded Solution

Analytics
Implementation

Architecture
Services
Center of
Analytics
Excellence
Domain Expertise

This comprehensive two-month engagement and training approach will assist you
in implementing the Spotfire Analytics platform to quickly address critical business
problems.

Enterprise Solution

Learning,
Enablement, and
Adoption Programs
Migration Services

This full-scale, three-month engagement and training approach will assist you in
implementing the Spotfire Analytics platform to bring immediate and long-term
sustainable business value to many areas within the organization.

Center of Analytics Excellence

Predictive
Analytics
Implementation
Upgrade Services

This extensive enterprise framework is designed to bring your organization’s own
“Center of Analytics Excellence” on-line.
4 key aspects and investment levels:
• Governance Framework
• User & Support Adoption

• Analytics Infrastructure
• Project Methodology

About TIBCO
TIBCO Software Inc. (NASDAQ: TIBX) is a provider of infrastructure software for companies to use on-premise or as part of cloud computing environments.
Whether it’s efficient claims or trade processing, cross-selling products based on real-time customer behavior, or averting a crisis before it happens, TIBCO
provides companies the two-second advantage™ – the ability to capture the right information, at the right time and act on it preemptively for a competitive
advantage. More than 4,000 customers worldwide rely on TIBCO to manage information, decisions, processes, and applications in real-time. TIBCO
Spotfire ® provides in-memory analytics software for next generation business intelligence. By offering a visual, interactive experience, Spotfire ® helps
professionals quickly discover new and actionable insights in information. Learn more at http://spotfire.tibco.com
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Get the most out
of TIBCO Spotfire
Analytics today!
Contact your sales
rep or visit
http://spotfire.tibco.com

